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I talk of work as psychological category.
In physics it is effort times distance energy.
What is effort to me?
What is state of effort in me?
Work brings leisure to mind.
We talk of living a level of kind.
When we characterize or define
What figure in sight does refine?
Work is what form of consciousness?
We speak of norm of energy expressed.
This is psychological state of me.
Work is neurological frame to see.
What is effort times time of me?
Is work mere lack of leisure state to see?
Yet work needs- non work to be.
Each is necessary.
I talk on certain system of energy.
I talk on what is me in work reality.
I send sounds of mind state of me.
Eye send images of possibility.
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48 Certain See
When work lives, what is form to see?
When work lives, does effort give in me?
This is an orientation to environment and activity.
This is an attitude or tendency . . .
to be a certain see.
What is work to me? This is reflection eye see.
What is leisure energy?
These are orientations toward scenes.
These are ways of relating to being.
I speak of work as a process of being. See how
The words are blinding lenses in seeing.
The word work tells of an experience.
The word work words living sense.
What are the parameters of this category?
How shall eye look in inquiry?
And on, and on . . .
and on, you see.
Why work, you say to me?
What is the crucial inquiry?
Even this is an inquiry.
Why, "what is the crucial inquiry?"
Why why?
Once why, which why?
What is crucial inquiry?
Etc., etc... to
infinity.
Work is now the category.
Therein, what is here to see?
Work plays a major part of me.
Work consumes a great deal of energy.
If so . . .
Is this a value of me?
Is this the state eye desire to see?
Am eye content with work energy?
Am eye fulfilled in synergy?
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What now lives in thy category?
Thy inquiry?
What is preferred state of me?
What is living quality?
We speak of goals
. . . . of value theory.
We speak of poles
. . . of society.
What would we relate to work?
What is crucial to know?
Which way to go
to grow?
Words of work.
Words on living category.
Work winds thought on living quality.
Work words an experience of energy.
What is relation of work to money . . .
to sense of authority?
Is work just what I do for money?
Is work just what is done to gain value from thee?
Is work that character of coerced consciousness?
Is work that particular dichotomy expressed?
Is work done in sense of barter reality?
I give thee, you give me.
De Grazia says leisure is done for own energy.
Leisure barters with itself you see.
Work consumes conscious sense of energy.
Work consumes certain sense in me.
Leisure lives an altered level to see.
Leisure gives a sense of unity.
Work winds a sense of dichotomy.
Work minds a sense of divided me.
Work presents part of whole you see.
Work paints an altered reality .. .
altered from non-work energy.
What is this certain see?
